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Much of what Colby writes is unnecessary and
some of it is definitely muddled. Colby is mistaken
about probabilities of correct (p) and incorrect (q) re-
sponses in a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) pro-
cedure when the answers are equally tenable because
of the absence of any ability to discern between them;
in such circumstances it is always correct to assume
p = q = 0.5. Of course, one can identify innumerable
binomial (two-outcome) distributions in whichp �= q,
for example, correctly guessing a number between1
and100, p = 0.01, or guessing incorrectly,q = 0.99.
To be sure, whenp andq represent the equivalent like-
lihoods of heads or tails, bending a coin changesp and
q – a matter which does not contradict the equivalence
of p andq when the coin is fair.

Constructing 2AFC paradigms to generate chance
distributions of right and wrong responses from naive
individuals (i.e., “null hypothesis” procedures;p = q)
to identify instances in which the observedp is strik-
ingly lower than thep expected by chance has proven a
generally unfruitful means of identifying malingering.
Adopting a different strategy with a 2AFC paradigm
that ignoresp and q and focuses on distinctions in
patterns of responding among truly impaired individu-
als, truly normal individuals, and individuals feigning
impairment has generally proven much more fruitful.
This is what Tombaugh [4] has accomplished with the
TOMM. We can refer to this as testing an “alternate
hypothesis”.

Colby has articulated a clever twist on the “alternate
hypothesis” strategy. One can establish different values
of expected minimalp and expected maximalq by re-
searching the error rates of truly impaired individuals.
That is, it is possible to identify situations in which the
probability of choosing correctly between two answers
is greater than 0.50 (e.g., see [2]). Generating expected
p values based on information about how impaired in-
dividuals perform should prove much more powerful
than routinely accessing a “chance” distribution to gen-
erate the expected p value. This paradigm has been
reported elsewhere as the “floor effect” strategy [1,3].

I suspect most people who do poorly on the TOMM
do so because they intend to do poorly. I suspect that
most people who intend to do well on the TOMM, but
who exert less than maximal effort, still do quite well
on the TOMM. In other words, I do not see the TOMM
as an “effort test”. I encourage Colby and other authors
to clarify distinctions between “intention” and “effort”
and to investigate which methodologies best capture
these separate elements of feigning.
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